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Structure–Fluorescence Contrast Relationship in Cyanine DNA
Intercalators: Toward Rational Dye Design
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Abstract: The fluorescence enhancement mechanisms of a series of DNA
stains of the oxazole yellow (YO)
family have been investigated in detail
using steady-state and ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The
strong increase in the fluorescence
quantum yield of these dyes upon
DNA binding is shown to originate
from the inhibition of two distinct processes: 1) isomerisation through largeamplitude motion that non-radiatively
deactivates the excited state within a

few picoseconds and 2) formation of
weakly emitting H-dimers. As the Hdimers are not totally non-fluorescent,
their formation is less efficient than
isomerisation as a fluorescent contrast
mechanism. The propensity of the dyes
to form H-dimers and thus to reduce
Keywords: aggregation · cyanines ·
DNA recognition · fluorescent
probes · intercalation · photoisomerization

Introduction
Rapid and highly sensitive detection of nucleic acid sequences is crucial for medical diagnosis and for understanding
biomolecular mechanisms.[1] Interest in non-radioactive detection of nucleic acids has led to the search for stains that
are stable under gel electrophoretic conditions.[2, 3] A breakthrough in this area was made in the 1990s with the discovery of the oxazole yellow (YO) and thiazole orange (TO)
dye families and their homodimeric relatives YOYO and
TOTO.[4, 5] These dyes have very high extinction coefficients
(  105 cm1 m1), are virtually non-fluorescent when free in
solution and form highly fluorescent and stable intercalation
complexes with double-stranded DNA.[6] These attractive
characteristics enabled DNA to be detected for the first
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their fluorescence contrast upon DNA
binding is shown to depend on several
of their structural parameters, such as
their monomeric (YO) or homodimeric
(YOYO) nature, their substitution and
their electric charge. Moreover, these
parameters also have a substantial influence on the affinity of the dyes for
DNA and on the ensuing sensitivity for
DNA detection. The results give new
insight into the development and optimisation of fluorescent DNA probes
with the highest contrast.

time at a sensitivity comparable to that of radioactive
probes, but without the danger inherent in radioactivity.[7]
Although some sequence specificity that might lead to inhomogeneous staining has been demonstrated for both
TOTO and, to a lesser extent, YOYO,[8–10] these cyanines
and some derivatives have been used as general DNA stains
in numerous DNA detection and quantitation assays,[11] such
as the polymerase chain reaction,[12, 13] DNA staining and
fragment sizing,[14–18] DNA damage detection,[19, 20] flow cytometry,[16, 21, 22] evaluation of biological activity,[23, 24] DNA
imaging[25–28] and DNA photocleavage.[29–31] YO and TO
have also been covalently linked to oligonucleotides and inserted into peptide nucleic acids constructs, which become
fluorescent upon hybridisation of the light-up probe to a
specific complementary strand.[32–38]
The origin of the very high contrast in emission between
the free and the bound form of the dyes has long been
thought to be due to an ultrafast decay of the excited state
of the free form through a large-amplitude torsional motion
around the monomethine bond connecting the benzoxazole,
benzothiazole and quinoline moieties, respectively.[39, 40] This
isomerisation mechanism is blocked upon intercalation of
the dyes into DNA and, as a consequence, they light-up by
three orders of magnitude. Very recently, however, we have
shown that, in aqueous solution, YOYO derivatives form in-
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tramolecular face-to-face, and thus poorly fluorescent, H-aggregates[39, 41] and that disruption of these aggregates upon
intercalation also contributes significantly to the fluorescence enhancement of these homodimeric dyes.[41]
Yoctomole detection of YOYO-stained DNA with a highsensitivity laser-induced fluorescence detector has been reported[15] and picogram quantities of double-stranded DNA
can be detected on gels in the presence of micromolar free
dye concentrations;[42] however, there is still a need for developing more efficient dyes that enable facile detection of
trace amounts of DNA, and new dyes with improved characteristics are proposed regularly.[6] One evident way to achieve better sensitivity with the oxazole yellow dye family
would be to improve the contrast between the free and the
bound forms of the dyes. However, the fluorescence quantum yield of the bound dyes (on the order of 0.4–0.5)[40, 41]
can be enhanced by a factor of  2 at the most, which
means that a reduction in the fluorescence quantum yield of
the free dyes has also to be sought. A thorough understanding of the factors that influence 1) the large-amplitude torsional motion and 2) aggregation would thus be very helpful
for designing improved dyes rationally. Driven by previous
results which suggested that free homodimeric dyes that aggregate have an enhanced, although very low, fluorescence
quantum yield with respect to dyes that do not aggregate,[41]
we have therefore investigated a series of monomeric (YO)
and homodimeric (YOYO) derivatives of oxazole yellow by
time-resolved fluorescence and steady-state absorption and
fluorescence spectroscopies.[41, 43] We will show below that
aggregation also operates at low concentration with the
monomeric dyes, that this process is controlled mainly by
the charge and the nature of the substituents of the dyes,
and that maximum contrast between free and bound forms
would be reached with dyes for which aggregation can be
minimised and isomerisation is the fastest.

Results and Discussion
Homodimeric dyes—intramolecular H-aggregation: The absorption spectrum in organic solvents of the YOYO deriva-
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tives investigated displays a single maximum at approximately 490 nm with a shoulder around 465 nm ascribed to a
vibronic transition,[39] whereas in aqueous solution it is characterised by two maxima around 460 and 485 nm (Figure 1;

Figure 1. Intensity-normalised absorption spectra of 1 mm YOYO-1 in various solvents and in DNA.

Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The blue-shifted
460 nm peak is characteristic of dimeric H-type aggregate
formation and can be associated with the transition to the
upper excitonic state of such an H-dimer,[41, 44] whereas the
485 nm peak is representative of the non-aggregated dye
population. Since the relative intensity of the two bands
does not depend on concentration (data not shown),[39] aggregation must be intramolecular: it takes place between
the two chromophoric units of the molecule and is strongly
favoured by the pre-organisation induced by the linker,
which removes the serendipitous diffusion step in dilute solution.
It is known that cyanine dyes undergo aggregation,[44–47] a
phenomenon that is mainly due to a strong hydrophobic
effect. Aggregation dramatically changes the photophysical
properties of the dyes in solution compared to the monomeric species, in particular the absorption and fluorescence
band shape and position (Figure 2). The dye molecules may
aggregate parallel to each other, face-to-face (plane-toplane stacking; so-called H-aggregates),[48] or in a parallel
end-to-end arrangement (headto-tail stacking; so-called J-aggregates).[49, 50] The photophysical properties of these aggregates have been explained by
Kasha and Davydov in terms of
molecular exciton coupling
theory.[51, 52] In a dimeric aggregate, the excitonic coupling between the two dye molecules
results in a splitting of the excited state. In H-aggregates, the
transition to the upper excitonic
state is allowed, but not that to
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the effect of excitonic interaction
on the energy levels of aggregated and non-aggregated molecules depending on their relative spatial arrangement (small arrows represent
transition dipole moments).

the lower state. This results in a blue shift of the absorption
spectrum and usually in a non-fluorescent aggregate because
of very fast internal conversion from the upper to the lower
“dark” excitonic state. In J-aggregates, the situation is reversed: the electronic transition to the upper excitonic state
is forbidden, whereas it is strongly allowed to the lower excitonic state, resulting in a highly fluorescent aggregate.
Further evidence of aggregation of the YOYO derivatives
in aqueous solution and even to some extent in organic solvents (since the process is intramolecular) is found in the
very broad fluorescence emission spectra (Figure 3; Fig-

Figure 4. Intensity-normalised excitation spectra of 1 mm YOYOSAC in
aqueous buffer solution monitored at various emission wavelengths.

enhanced (Tables 1 and 2) because of the constrictive DNA
environment which inhibits torsional non-radiative deactivation of the excited state. The suppression of the excitonic inTable 1. Fluorescence quantum yield Ffl of the dyes in aqueous buffer
solution and in the presence of 50 base pair equivalents of DNA.
Dye

FflACHTUNGRE(free) N 104

FflACHTUNGRE(bound)

Contrast

YOYO-1
YOYOSAC
YOYO-Cl
YO-PRO-1
YOSAC1
YOSAC2
YOSAC3[a]
TOSAC3

11
14
38
2.4
5.3
3.6
9.7
6.4

0.46
0.41
0.52
0.42
0.35
0.41
0.61
ND[b]

410
290
130
1660
620
1060
590
ND

[a] In distilled water. [b] ND: not determined.

Table 2. Time constants related to nanosecond decay components of the
fluorescence of the dyes in aqueous buffer solution and in the presence
of 50 base pair equivalents of DNA.[a]

Figure 3. Intensity-normalised fluorescence spectra of 1 mm YOYO-1 in
various solvents and in DNA.

ure S2 in the Supporting Information), which are not mirror
images of the absorption (whereas in organic solvents and in
DNA, they are), and in the wavelength dependence of the
fluorescence excitation spectra (Figure 4).[41] The excitation
spectrum is dominated by the contribution of the H-dimers
at long emission wavelengths and by that of the monomers
at short emission wavelengths.
Upon intercalation into DNA, the dimeric aggregates are
disrupted and all the spectral features of the dyes inside
DNA are very similar to those in organic solvents, except
that the fluorescence intensities and lifetimes are strongly
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Dye

tACHTUNGRE(free) [ns]

tACHTUNGRE(bound) [ns]

YOYO-1
YOYOSAC
YOYO-Cl
YO-PRO-1
YOSAC1
YOSAC2
YOSAC3[b]

1.1
1.2
1.6
2.6
0.4 (0.37)/3.2 (0.63)
2.8
0.9 (0.55)/3.2 (0.45)

1.9 (0.36)/4.1 (0.64)
1.8 (0.30)/3.9 (0.70)
2.3 (0.29)/4.4 (0.71)
1.9 (0.45)/4.1 (0.55)
2.2 (0.68)/4.8 (0.32)
2.3 (0.36)/4.3 (0.64)
2.5 (0.35)/4.5 (0.65)

[a] Relative amplitudes differing from 1 are indicated in brackets. For
better comparison, the total amplitude of these ns components was set to
1. [b] In distilled water.

teraction is due not so much to the distance between the
two chromophores in DNA as to their quasi-orthogonal relative orientation (NMR measurements of TOTO-1 bound to
DNA indicate a dihedral angle 838 between the chromophoric units).[53] Indeed, it was demonstrated that the interaction between the chromophoric units is sufficient to allow
high enough excitation energy to hop between the two chromophores within a few picoseconds.[39, 41, 54]
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Monomeric dyes—intermolecular H-aggregation: In contrast to the YOYO derivatives, the absorption spectra of the
different monomeric YO derivatives studied do not exhibit
major changes on going from organic solvents to aqueous
solution (Figure 5; Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).

Figure 5. Intensity-normalised absorption spectra of YO-PRO-1 in various organic solvents and in DNA.

As with non-aggregated homodimeric dyes, a single maximum at 490 nm and a shoulder around 460 nm characterise
the spectra. In water, however, the height of the shoulder at
460 nm increases with rising concentrations of YOSAC1 and
YOSAC3 in the 1–50 mm range, suggesting that these two
dyes now undergo intermolecular aggregation (Figure 6). At
higher ionic strength (PBS–EDTA: that is, aqueous buffer
solution containing 137 mm NaCl; PBS = phosphate buffer
saline, EDTA = ethylenediaminetetraacetate) or 200 mm dye
concentration, this effect is even more pronounced and aggregation becomes noticeable with YOSAC2 also. The similarity to the spectra obtained with the homodimeric dyes
and the position of the aggregate band suggest strongly that
the aggregates formed here are dimeric and not higher
order H-aggregates.[44] Dimerisation of cyanine dyes is a
well-documented phenomenon.[44, 45] Higher order aggregates
would have an absorption band shifted more to the blue.
The H-dimer association constant (Table 3) was estimated
from the dependence of the absorbance of the monoACHTUNGREmer absorption band on the total dye concentration, as suggested
by Harris and Hobbs.[55]
Aggregation is further confirmed by the shape of the fluorescence spectra of all the monomeric YO derivatives investigated, which depend on their concentration in aqueous solution (Figure 7). Both the non-aggregated form, the spectrum of which is a mirror image of the absorption spectrum
with its maximum at 505 nm, and the aggregated form, with
a broad and red-shifted spectrum, contribute to the fluorescence spectra; the contribution of the latter rises with increasing dye and thus H-dimer concentration. Although no
sign of aggregation can be found in the absorption spectrum
of YO-PRO-1 (Figure 6), its fluorescence excitation
(Figure 8) and emission (Figure 7) spectra display a wave-
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Figure 6. Intensity-normalised absorption spectra of 50 mm A) YOSAC1,
B) YOSAC2, C) YOSAC3, and D) YO-PRO-1 in water diluted to A)
3.1 mm, B) 4.7 mm, C) 0.8 mm and D) 6.2 mm (solid lines). The broken lines
correspond to a concentration of 200 mm in aqueous buffer solution
except for YOSAC3, for which the solvent is water.

Table 3. H-Dimer formation constant KHD, affinity constant K for DNA,
EC50 values and cooperativity parameter s (Hill slope).
Dye
YOYO-1
YOYOSAC
YOYO-Cl
YO-PRO-1
YOSAC1
YOSAC2
YOSAC3[a]
TOSAC3

KHD [m1]
[b]

ND
ND
ND
ND
2.3 N 103
ND
1.5 N 103
4.0 N 103

K [m]
7

4.6 N 10
1.2 N 107
1.8 N 107
4.5 N 105
2.7 N 105
2.4 N 105
ND
ND

EC50  SD [mm]

s  SD

20  1
12  1
81
35  2
118  7
47  2
290  40
ND

1.36  0.07
1.29  0.13
1.7  0.2
1.10  0.04
1.03  0.05
1.17  0.06
0.99  0.07
ND

[a] In distilled water. [b] ND: not determined.

length dependence, revealing that it also forms dimeric Haggregates, albeit with lower propensity than YOSAC1,
YOSAC2 or YOSAC3, since they can be detected only with
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The fluorescence dynamics of the free dyes further supports aggregation in aqueous solution (a detailed investigation of the dynamics will be described elsewhere).[56] Most
of the fluorescence decays within the first 20 ps, during
which the dynamics is dominated by isomerisation of the
non-aggregated dyes, that is, large-amplitude torsional
motion governed by solvent friction. In aqueous solution, residual fluorescence with time constants in the nanosecond
timescale (Table 2) is however observed additionally (Figure S8 in the Supporting Information), whereas in organic
solvents, in which no H-dimers are detected, the fluorescence intensity reaches zero after a period ranging from a
few picoseconds to a few tens of picoseconds, depending on
solvent viscosity (Figure 10).[56] The amplitude spectrum asFigure 7. Intensity-normalised fluorescence spectra of YO-PRO-1 in
aqueous buffer solution at various dye concentrations.

Figure 8. Intensity-normalised excitation spectra of 1 mm YO-PRO-1 in
aqueous buffer solution monitored at various emission wavelengths.

the high sensitivity of fluorescence spectroscopy. As with
the YOYO dyes, the fluorescence spectra in organic solvents
are much narrower and closer to the mirror image of the absorption (Figure 9), indicating that aggregation is most efficient in aqueous solution.

Figure 9. Intensity-normalised fluorescence spectra of YOSAC1 in various solvents and in DNA.
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Figure 10. Fluorescence dynamics of YOSAC1 in various solvents measured at the fluorescence maximum (510 nm in organic solvents, 550 nm
in water).

sociated with these nanosecond components observed in
aqueous solution is representative of the steady-state fluorescence spectrum of the H-dimer population with a broad
band and a maximum in the 550–600 nm region (Figure 11).
Assuming that these H-dimers have a similar fluorescence

Figure 11. Decay-associated amplitude spectra of the nanosecond component ascribed to the aggregate fluorescence.
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quantum yield, the area of these spectra is thus a direct
measure of the H-dimer population (all experiments were
performed at the same total chromophore concentration).
Its amplitude follows the trend YOYO-Cl @ YOYOSAC >
YOYO-1 @ YOSAC3 @ YOSAC1  YOSAC2 > YO-PRO-1,
confirming that the homodimeric dyes aggregate more efficiently than the monomeric dyes and that, as observed by
others, the introduction of a chlorine atom in the 4,4’-position of the benzoxazole ring (YOYO-Cl and YOSAC3) favours aggregation.[44, 57]
Upon intercalation into DNA, the H-dimers are disrupted, the fluorescence spectra become mirror images of the
absorption (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information) and,
as with the homodimeric dyes, the fluorescence intensities
and lifetimes increase strongly (Tables 1 and 2; Figure S11
in the Supporting Information).
Effect of aggregation on the fluorescence contrast: It is
striking that the fluorescence quantum yields of the free
dyes in aqueous solution (Table 1) are directly correlated
with the amplitude of the nanosecond decay component of
the fluorescence and thus with the aggregated dye population: the more efficient the H-dimer formation, the higher
the fluorescence quantum yield.
As explained above, both the aggregated and non-aggregated dye populations contribute to the fluorescence spectrum and thus to the fluorescence quantum yield. The radiative rate constant of the non-aggregated dyes in water can
be estimated from that of the DNA-bound form, after correction for the difference in refractive indices,[58] to be about
(0.7–1) N 108 s1. The non-aggregated dyes thus have a high
radiative rate constant, but contribute very little to emission
since their excited state is very short-lived (< 10 ps in
water). On the other hand, the aggregated population has a
much lower radiative rate constant, but is much longerlived: its contribution cannot be neglected, since a broadening of the fluorescence spectra originating from the aggregates is evident in water compared to other environments. It
is estimated that the fluorescence quantum yields of the unbound homodimeric dyes would be three to seven times
lower if the formation of H-dimers could be prevented in
water.[41] This indicates that aggregation is not as efficient as
isomerisation as a fluorescence contrast mechanism, at least
in the case of the dyes investigated here, and thus that it
should be avoided in order to optimise the fluorescence contrast.
Influence of electric charge and substitution on aggregation:
At the concentrations investigated, only YOSAC1 and
YOSAC3 were found to have concentration-dependent absorption spectra in pure water, but not YO-PRO-1 or
YOSAC2 (aggregation could, however, be detected by fluorescence, which is a more sensitive technique; see above).
The same behaviour was observed in aqueous buffer solution at an ionic strength close to that of intracellular conditions, except for YOSAC2, for which aggregation could also
be monitored by absorption spectroscopy. At very high salt
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concentrations (6 m NaCl), YO-PRO-1 was also shown to aggregate efficiently enough to induce changes in the absorption spectrum.[39] YOSAC1 and YOSAC3 have one net positive charge, whereas YO-PRO-1 and YOSAC2 have two.
The amplitude of the nanosecond components in the fluorescence decay is higher with the singly charged than with
the doubly charged dyes. This correlates with the fluorescence quantum yields, which are higher with the free form
of YOSAC1 and YOSAC3 than with YO-PRO-1 or
YOSAC2. Overall, this indicates that aggregation is more efficient with the monocationic monomeric dyes for which the
electrostatic repulsion is weaker than with the dicationic derivatives.
The situation is slightly different with the homodimeric
dyes. They have four net positive charges, but the aggregation mechanism is different. The spacer linking the two
chromophoric units of the homodimers pre-organises the
molecule in such a way that the rate-limiting diffusion step
for H-dimer formation is removed and that aggregation becomes very efficient, as shown by the higher amplitude of
the nanosecond decay component of the fluorescence. As a
result, the fluorescence quantum yield is higher with the
homoACHTUNGREdimeric YOYO than with the monomeric YO dyes.
The efficiency of H-dimer formation does not depend
only on the net electric charge of the dyes, which causes
electrostatic repulsion between the chromophores, but is
also dictated by hydrophobic and p–p stacking effects arising from aromatic or long aliphatic substituents. YO-PRO-1
is the dye which aggregates the least in our study. It is
monoACHTUNGREmeric (no pre-organisation), is doubly charged and has
a short aliphatic substituent on the quinoline ring. Replacing
its substituent by a charged aromatic moiety (YOSAC2) or
by an uncharged short aliphatic side chain (YOSAC1) leads
to a rise in the fluorescence quantum yield due to enhanced
aggregation. Combining both effects by introducing an uncharged aromatic substituent (YOSAC3) causes the dyes to
aggregate even more; that is, the fluorescence quantum
yield increases further. Interestingly, depending on the ionic
strength of the aqueous solution, YOSAC3 is also able to
form J-aggregates, indicating multiple possible stacking interactions.[56] The influence of aromatic substituents on aggregation is further confirmed by preliminary investigations
of a monocationic benzyl-substituted TO derivative
(TOSAC3) (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Despite its more efficient aggregation, this dye is less fluorescent than YOSAC3, because the sulfur atom lowers the
energy barrier for rotation around the monomethine
bond;[10] this enables faster torsion and thus reduces the excited-state lifetime (Figure S8 in the Supporting Information) and the fluorescence quantum yield. Similarly, TOPRO-1 was shown to be less fluorescent than its oxygencontaining analogue YO-PRO-1.[40] Since the isomerisation
is essentially barrier-free and controlled purely by friction,[56]
optimisation of this structural parameter in terms of fluorescence quantum yield of the unbound dye seems difficult.
Overall, these results reveal that the number of electric
charges and the nature of the substituents on the quinoline
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ring regulate the aggregation behaviour of the dyes, while
the nature of the heteroatom influences to some extent the
rate of the non-radiative deactivation.
Influence of electric charge on DNA detection sensitivity:
Not only does the net electric charge of the dyes affect their
propensity to aggregate, but it is also expected to influence
their binding affinity to DNA, since DNA is a highly negatively charged polymer.[59] Intrinsic binding constants are
usually measured by titrating a constant amount of dye with
DNA and following changes in the absorption spectrum.[60, 61]
Assuming the existence of only two species (in view of the
presence of an isosbestic point), the fractions of free and
bound dyes are thus obtained (Figure 12) and binding con-

Figure 12. Fraction of free (squares) and bound (circles) YO-PRO-1 determined by absorption (filled symbols) and by fluorescence (open symbols) spectroscopy, assuming a two-state model.

stants are extracted using the McGhee and von Hippel
equation, which takes into account the multiple possible
overlapping binding sites of the DNA strands.[62] In good
agreement with the literature,[60] we find with this approach
that the homodimeric dyes have higher affinity for DNA
than the monomeric ones (binding constants of 107 m1
versus 105 m1, Table 3). However, contrary to intuition and
to the single order of magnitude variation observed by Petty
et al. between the monocationic TO and the dicationic TOPRO-1 at similar ionic strengths,[60] no significant difference
in DNA affinity among the monomeric derivatives is observed here, suggesting that the predominant parameter
which dictates the binding affinity is the stacking interaction
between the chromophores and the base pairs rather than
electrostatics.
However, the fluorescence intensity at the fluorescence
maximum increases more slowly upon addition of DNA
than the bound dye fraction determined from the changes in
the absorption spectrum (Figure 12). The same behaviour
has been reported for TO-PRO-1.[60] In other words, the fact
that the absorption spectrum of a given dye molecule
changes from the apparently free to the apparently bound
form is not a sufficient condition for the same molecule to
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switch from a non-fluorescent to a fluorescent state, which
also means that more than only two species (quasi non-emitting free and strongly emitting bound dyes) contribute to
the absorption spectrum. Accordingly, dose–response curves
monitoring the fluorescence intensity—the important parameter for DNA detection—versus the DNA concentration
at constant (1 mm) dye concentration clearly show that, compared to the homodimeric dyes, the fluorescence increase
with rising DNA content is delayed with the dicationic
monoACHTUNGREmeric derivatives and even further delayed with the
monocationic monomeric dyes (Figure 13). The dose–re-

Figure 13. Fluorescence intensity at the maximum wavelength compared
to the maximum fluorescence intensity as a function of DNA base concentration. Dye concentration is 1 mm. Data points are normalised to the
maximum plateau value determined.

sponse curves were analysed with the Hill equation
(Table 3). In agreement with previous studies,[54, 60] no significant cooperativity effect for the binding of the dyes has
been found. The observation of a Hill slope greater than
one with the homodimers can be explained by the increase
in steepness of the dose–response curves when the dye concentration is higher than the dissociation constant value
(zone B regime according to Straus and GoldsteinPs nomenclature).[63, 64] The trends in the absolute detectability and, as
the slopes are all similar in this case, in the EC50 value (the
DNA concentration at which the fluorescence intensity
reaches half its maximum value) are important for DNA detection assays, since the detection sensitivity will be dictated
in the end by the ability of the dye to switch to its fluorescent state at a DNA concentration that is as low as possible.
Rather than having no effect as suggested by the results obtained by monitoring the absorption spectrum, high electric
charge therefore seems to be beneficial, since it favours the
formation of the fluorescent dye species.
It is worth noting that the binding constants of the monomers are two orders of magnitude greater than the constants
of H-dimer formation, confirming that, in the presence of
DNA, binding to DNA is thermodynamically preferred over
self-association and is expected to be nearly quantitative.
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Conclusion
Our investigations demonstrate that two important mechanisms regulate the fluorescence contrast between the free
and DNA-bound forms of both monomeric and homodimeric derivatives of the YO family: 1) isomerisation through
large-amplitude torsional motion in the excited state and
2) aggregation of the dyes into H-dimers. The best fluorescence contrast would be reached with dyes for which isomerisation is the fastest and aggregation is minimised. The
isomerisation rate is dictated mainly by the nature of the
heteroatom in the benzoxazole or benzothiazole ring and
the friction from the solvent, and thus cannot be influenced
strongly, although TO derivatives seem to isomerise faster
than YO derivatives. The aggregation behaviour can be
tuned, however, and here we have investigated mainly the
parameters that control aggregation. It turns out that aggregation is less efficient with highly charged dyes and is favoured by the presence of aromatic substituents and covalent
links between two dyes (homodimeric dyes). Highly cationic
dyes were further shown to light up at lower DNA concentrations than monocationic ones. Overall, the ideal dye with
the highest possible contrast should thus be monomeric,
highly charged, and have side chains that do not induce aggregation.

Experimental Section
Samples: All dyes were iodide salts synthesised according to the literature.[41, 65, 66] Ethanol and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased
from Fluka, methanol from Acros Organics, 1-butanol from Merck, phosphate buffer saline (PBS, composition: NaCl 137 mm, KCl 26.8 mm,
Na2HPO4 8.1 mm, KH2PO4 1.5 mm, ref. D8537) and double-stranded
salmon sperm DNA from Sigma, and EDTA disodium salt dihydrate
from AppliChem. All compounds were of the highest commercially available grade and used without further purification. The absence of impurities in the solvents was checked by exciting the pure solvents at 400 nm
and looking for any emission not attributable to Raman scattering. Stock
solutions (1 or 2 mm) of the dyes were prepared in DMSO and stored in
the dark. DNA (1 mg mL1) stock solutions in twice-distilled water were
stored at 20 8C. All samples were freshly prepared from the stock solutions. For steady-state and time-correlated single-photon counting measurements, the dye concentration was of the order of 1–2 mm, and for fluorescence up-conversion experiments it was about 100–200 mm. Unless
specified, all measurements with the bound dyes were performed with a
DNA base pair/dye ratio of 50:1 and experiments with all dyes were performed in PBS containing EDTA (1 mm) except with YOSAC3, which
was handled in distilled water to avoid J-aggregate formation. An average extinction coefficient of 13 200 cm1 m1 per base pair was used to determine DNA concentrations.[67] All experiments were performed between 18 and 22 8C.
Steady-state measurements: Absorption spectra were recorded on a
Cary 50 spectrophotometer in a 1 cm quartz cell. Fluorescence emission
and excitation spectra were measured on a Cary Eclipse fluorimeter
(5 nm slit) in a 1 cm quartz cell. Fluorescence spectra were recorded
upon excitation at 440 nm and corrected for the wavelength-dependent
sensitivity of the detection. Quantum yield measurements were performed at 1–2 mm dye concentration against fluorescein in NaOH at
pH 13 (Ffl = 0.95)[68] or free YOYO-1 (Ffl = 0.0011).[40] Relative errors in
the quantum yield values are estimated to  10 %.
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Titration experiments: DNA was added stepwise from a stock solution
(0.5 mm) to a constant amount of dye (1–2 mm) in PBS–EDTA in a quartz
cuvette, and the mixture was allowed to equilibrate for 1 min. Absorption
and/or fluorescence spectra were recorded subsequently until no further
change in the absorption was detected. Both kinds of spectra were corrected for dilution afterwards.
Determination of the DNA binding constants: To measure the affinity of
the dyes for DNA, the following equilibrium was considered: dye +
DNA$dye·DNA. The experiment relied on the changes in the absorption spectrum of the free and bound forms of the dyes; the determination
of their fractions was therefore necessary. The dye was first added to the
buffer, providing the reference for the unbound dye. This dye solution
was then titrated with DNA and the reference spectrum for the bound
dye was obtained after sufficient DNA had been added for no further
variation in the absorption spectrum to be detected. Using these reference spectra, the free and bound dye fractions were determined by expressing all intermediate absorption spectra by a linear combination of
the two reference spectra [Eqs. (1) and (2)].[60]
A ¼ Af ½dyef þ Ab ½dyeb

ð1Þ

½dyetotal ¼ ½dyef þ ½dyeb

ð2Þ

Considering that only the free and bound dye species contribute to the
absorption, the measured absorbance A at any wavelength is the sum of
the absorbance of the free dyes Af and of the bound dyes Ab. Since the
total dye concentration [dye]total was kept constant during the titration,
the free [dye]f and bound dye [dye]b concentrations could be determined
by mass balance. To confer more stability to the calculation, the whole
spectra were reproduced by fitting this linear combination to the measured spectra and by the use of a non-linear least-squares algorithm
(MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc.).
Once the free and bound fractions of the dyes were known, a Scatchard
plot of r/ACHTUNGRE[dye]f versus r was constructed, in which r = ACHTUNGRE[dye]b/ctotalACHTUNGRE(DNA) is
the average number of bound dyes per base pair and ctotalACHTUNGRE(DNA) the
total DNA concentration. The excluded site model of McGhee and von
Hippel was applied to find the binding constant K and the site exclusion
parameter n by using a non-linear least-squares fitting procedure
(MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc.) [Eq. (3)].[62]
n1

r
1nr
¼ Kð1nrÞ
½dyef
1ðn1Þr

ð3Þ

Values of between 15 and 80 % bound ligand were used to provide the
most accurate estimates of K and n.[60] The error in K and n is estimated
to be  50 %.
Determination of the H-dimer association constants: The absorption
spectrum of the dye (50 mm) was recorded. The sample was then diluted
and its spectrum monitored successively down to a concentration of a
few micromolar. The H-dimer association constant KHD was estimated by
using equation [Eq. (4)] proposed by Harris and Hobbs,[55] in which Ana is
the absorbance at the maximum of the non-aggregated dye band (which,
to a first approximation, is attributed to absorption of the non-aggregated
dyes only!), ena the extinction coefficient of the non-aggregated species, l
the optical path length and ctotalACHTUNGRE(dye) the total dye concentration.
Ana ¼

K HD 2 2 ctotal ðdyeÞ K HD
e l
e l

2 na
2 na
Ana

ð4Þ

A plot of Ana versus ctotalACHTUNGRE(dye)/Ana should yield a straight line the intercept and slope of which allow KHD and ena to be determined. It was confirmed that the approximation that the absorbance at the maximum of
the non-aggregated dye band is due only to the non-aggregated dyes is
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reasonable, since the H-dimer concentration was low even at the highest
total dye concentration (50 mm versus KHD in the 200–700 mm range). The
error in KHD is large and thus only the order of magnitude should be considered.
Dose–response fluorescence titration: Solutions were prepared directly in
disposable plastic cuvettes (1 cm) in which the fluorescence intensity was
measured. DNA was added to PBS–EDTA (1.9 mL) in the first cuvette,
which contained the highest DNA concentration in the experiment
ACHTUNGRE(1 mm). The other cuvettes containing lower DNA concentrations were
prepared by diluting the first solution in series. Once all the solutions
with the various DNA concentrations had been prepared, a constant dye
concentration (1 mm) was added to all the cuvettes, which were stirred
and left for 5 min so that the solutions could equilibrate. For each cuvette, the fluorescence intensity at 510 nm was then read three times. The
error bars represent the standard deviation over these three measurements. Dose–response curves were analysed using the Hill equation
[Eq. (5)] for describing the DNA concentration-dependent fluorescence
intensity I(c), in which Imin and Imax are the minimal and maximal fluorescence plateau values, respectively, c the DNA concentration, s the Hill
slope (or cooperativity parameter) and the EC50 the value of the DNA
concentration at which 50 % of the maximum fluorescence intensity is
achieved.
ðI I Þ
IðcÞ ¼ I min þ  max mins
EC
1 þ c 50

ð5Þ

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements: Excited-state lifetime measurements on the nanosecond timescale were carried out by the time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) technique as previously described.[41] Excitation was performed at a repetition rate of 40 MHz with
 60 ps pulses generated by a laser diode at 395 nm (Picoquant model
LDH-P-C-400B). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the instrument response function (IRF) was around 200 ps. All measurements
were performed in a quartz cell (1 cm). The accuracy of the lifetimes is
approximately 0.1 ns.
Excited-state dynamics on shorter timescales was investigated by the
fluorescence up-conversion technique. The experimental set-up has been
described in detail elsewhere.[69] Excitation was achieved at 400 nm with
the frequency-doubled output of a Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics). The output pulses centred at 800 nm
had a duration of 100 fs and a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The polarisation of the pump beam was set at the magic angle relative to that of the
gate pulses at 800 nm. Experiments were carried out in a rotating cell
(1 mm). The FWHM of the IRF was approximately 280 fs. No significant
degradation of the samples was observed after the measurements. The
measured data were analysed by iterative reconvolution of a Gaussian
IRF with a sum of one Gaussian and several exponential functions according to standard procedures.[56] The accuracy of the lifetimes and of
the amplitudes obtained by this method is estimated to approximately
10 %.
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